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Results from a partial-wave analysis of the decay J/y yKsoK —tr+ in the KsoK —tr ~ invariant-mass
range 1.35-1.6 GeV/c are presented. Within the isobar model, the data in this mass range are best de-

scribed by a mixture of 0 + and 1++ amplitudes, corresponding to the K'K+c.c. (P wave), K K+c.c.
(S wave), and ao(980)tr (S wave) channels. These results show that rt(1430) is not a J =0
ao(980)n resonance, but a mixture of overlapping states.

PACS numbers: 13.25.+m, 14.40.Cs

During the past decade, the study of isoscalar KKsr
states has received considerable attention, since one or
more of these states' may lie outside the nonets pre-
dicted by the quark model. One such state, rl(1430)
[formerly t(1440)l, has been considered a gluonium can-
didate ' since its first observation in the decay J/tlr

yKs K —
tr by the Mark II experiments.

The basic properties of rl(1430) are poorly under-
stood: Results from an early analysis, which deter-
mined that rl(1430) decays primarily through the
J =0 + ao(980)tr (5 wave) channel, have not been
substantiated in more recent analyses. The latter ob-
served a significant 0 K*K decay channel, and an
rl(1430) invariant-mass distribution which is poorly
characterized as a single S-wave Breit-Wigner reso-
nance. With the intention of addressing these issues, we

report herein the results of an isobar-model partial-
wave analysis (PWA) of the decay J/tlt yK)K —tr

The present analysis is based on a sample of 5.8x10
produced J/ttt events collected with the Mark III detec-
tor at the SLAC e +e storage ring SPEAR. Though
rl(1430) has been detected in the K/K —n, K K n,
and KpKp z channels, ' we analyze only the
K~K —x channel; of the three decay modes, it has the
highest statistics, the least background, and the highest
acceptance, and is therefore the most suitable for the
PWA.

Candidate events for the decay J/y yKvK —tr

K~ z+n are required to have four charged tracks
and one to six neutral showers. A pair of oppositely
charged tracks is identified as a Kg if the two track pro-

jections in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis in-

tersect, and if the tr+tr invariant mass is in the range
0.478-0.513 GeV/c . Five-constraint kinematic fits of
events with an identified Kp are performed to the hy-

pothesis J/y yKsK —n for each shower in the event.
Particles assigned to be kaons (pions) by the kinematic
fit must not be identified as pions (kaons) by time-of-
fiight (TOF) measurement. '' The best fit with a g
probability of greater than 5% is retained for further
analysis.

The K)K —tr invariant-mass distribution [Fig. 1(a)]
shows a strong and markedly asymmetric rl(1430) sig-
nal. A Dalitz plot for the 1.35-1.45-GeV/c KsK —

tr

mass region [Fig. 1(b)] shows a cluster of events in the

region of low K~K — mass, while a Dalitz plot for the
1.45-1.55-GeV/c mass region [Fig. 1(c)] shows clear
evidence for K* bands. The higher-mass Dalitz plot

displays a population density characteristic of a 0
state decaying to K*K: a dense cluster of events due to
constructive interference where the K* bands cross, and

a vanishing population in the middle of each band, the
signature of a longitudinally polarized (i.e., helicity =0)
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The quasi-two-body structure and associated spin-
parity of the EC~EC

—x system are more closely investi-
gated in a PWA. ' A model is formulated using a set of
interfering amplitudes, the relative magnitudes and
phases of which are estimated in a maximum-likelihood
fit. Using the measured four-vectors of the final state,
we employ an invariant-tensor formalism' ' which is
used to construct the amplitudes for the process
J/i//~ yX, where the system X is in a well-defined Jpc
state, and decays through a specified two-body channel.
All 0 +, 1++, and 1

+ amplitudes accessible to the
ao(980)/r and K K (Ref. 14) channels are considered.
The K* mass dependence is parametrized using a rela-
tivistic P-wave propagator' with nominal values for K*
mass and width;' the ao(980) state is described by a
coupled-channel model. ' To account for events not de-
scribed by the above amplitudes, we include an addition-
al amplitude which is not allowed to interfere with the
others, and corresponds to a three-body phase-space de-
cay of X.

Fits are performed in 25-MeV/c KsK —
/r mass in-

tervals spanning the range 1.35-1.60 GeV/c . Various
combinations of amplitudes are fitted separately; log
likelihoods are then compared to determine the dominant
amplitudes. The 1

+ K*K and 1++ EC*K D-wave am-
plitudes are found to contribute insignificantly to the
likelihood, and are thus excluded. Because of limited
charged-track acceptance and statistics our technique
cannot distinguish unambiguously between a 0
ao(980)/r amplitude and a I++ ao(980)/r amplitude
with polarization such that a uniform cos0, 0

distribu-

FIG. 2. Acceptance-corrected partial-wave intensities for
1.35 &M~o„~,~ & 1.60 GeV/c . Plotted are the (a) I++

KsA

K K S-wave, (b) 0 + K "K, (c) 0 + ao(980)n, (d) summed
0 +, and (e) incoherent phase-space intensities. In (f) is a
histogram of the data, also corrected for acceptance. Accom-
panying plots (a), (b), and (c) are curves corresponding to the
g' fits described in the text.

tion ' is produced (we hereafter refer to this cir-
cumstance as "flat polarization" ). Near the K*K
threshold, the I++ K*K S-wave and 1++ ao(980)/r am-
plitudes also become indistinguishable, the result of lim-
ited statistics and phase space. Consequently, we cannot
rule out the presence of a flat-polarized I++ ao(980)/r
component in the data which is attributed to the 0
ao(980)/r channel, or the presence of a 1++ ao(980)/r
component near the K*K threshold, and we fit only to
the I

++ K*K (S wave), 0 + K*K (P wave), and 0
ao(980)x (S wave) amplitudes. ' The resulting intensi-
ties, normalized to the number of produced J/ilf+

yK~K —x events, appear in Fig. 2.
The stability of the fit results is tested under two

differing conditions, which include (i) repeating the
PWA described above with a series of variations in data
selection criteria, ao(980) parametrization, initial pa-
rameter values, and mass binning, and (ii) repeating the
analysis including various mixtures of the additional am-
plitudes: 0 + [a2(1320)z], I

++ [a2(1320)/r], 2++
[K*K], and 2 + [ao(980)/r, a2(1320)/r, K*K]. In each
test, the dominant features of the fit remain unchanged;
the 0 + ao(980)/r, 0 + K*K, and I++ K*K S-wave
amplitudes retain the highest significance, and con-
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sistently account for -75% of the total signal analyzed.
Moreover, the resulting intensity distributions do not
vary with respect to each other by more than 20%. In
test (ii), no significant increases in the likelihood are ob-
served, and the fraction of incoherent phase space is re-
duced by an amount which increases as more waves are
added.

Two-body invariant-mass projections predicted from
the fit results are compared to the data in Fig. 3. The
comparisons indicate that reasonable fits have been
achieved; similarly good agreement is observed in the an-

gular production variables. As an additional check of fit

quality, we perform a series of Monte Carlo experiments
with the assumption that the fitted parameters are
correct, and compare the experimental log likelihood
with those obtained from the simulations. The mass re-

gions 1.400-1.425, 1.425-1.450, and 1.475-1.500 GeV/
c are checked in this manner, and are found to be well

simulated by the fitted model.
The intensity spectra in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) are suggestive

of three states in the 1.35-1.60-GeV/c region. Given
the limited statistics and lack of a slowly varying refer-
ence amplitude, the measured phases cannot be used to
verify this possibility. We nevertheless extract resonance
parameters and branching ratios by performing g fits,
using relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitudes, to the K K
S-wave, K K P-wave, and ao(980)7r S-wave intensities
in the mass intervals 1.375-1.575, 1.375-1.550, and
1.375-1.500 GeV/c, respectively. Masses, widths, and
branching fractions appear in Table I [the corresponding
curves are plotted over the intensities in Figs. 2(a)-2(c)]
with statistical and systematic errors. The systematic er-
rors reflect variations in these results caused by (i) fitting
each intensity spectra in larger or smaller mass intervals,
(ii) fitting PWA results for data obtained using difl'erent

selection criteria, and (iii) fitting the summed 0 + in-

tensities [Fig. 2(d)], using either coherent or incoherent
sums of two Breit-Wigner amplitudes. The systematic
errors on the branching ratios include an 8.5% uncertain-

ty in the number of produced J/y events.
In a comparison with other experimental results in the

0 + channel, we note that the ao(980)7r resonance pa-
rameters in Table I are consistent with those of the
7)(1400) state, which was first observed ' in a PWA of
the process 7r p r17r+7r n at 8.06 GeV/c, and more
recently observed by the Mark III Collaboration in a
preliminary PWA of J/1)7 yr17r+7r . Studies of the
process 7r p K)K+7r n at 8 GeV/c and 7r p
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FIG. 3. Distributions in two-body invariant masses M~0~S

&»9, +, and M„+,— for the data (points) and Monte Carlo ex-es
periments (histograms) in the K/K —

7r mass intervals (a)
1.400-1.425 GeV/c, (b) 1.425-1.450 GeV/c, and (c)
1.475-1.500 GeV/c .

KvoKso7ron at 21 GeV/c also report 0 + ao(980)7r
structure near 1420 MeV/c, along with higher-mass
contributions from 1++ and 0 + K K. The above com-
parisons suggest that the same signals are seen both in

radiative J/y decays and in 7r p interactions in the
—1.4-1.5-GeV/c region; this argues against the idea
that ri(1430) is a gluonium state. The identification
of two pseudoscalar states [i.e., a = 1420-MeV/c
ao(980)7r state and a = 1490-MeV/c K*K state] in the
ri(1430) region, however, would increase the number of
present isoscalar candidates for the first radially excited
0 + nonet to three, indicating that a non-qq state may
still exist between 1.2 and 1.6 GeV/c .

In the 1++ channel, the K*K peak we observe is
reasonably described by the fi (1420) parameters es-
timated frotn the reaction J/y a3KK7r, but has a
mass which is significantly higher than the f1(1420)
mass measured in two-photon and central-production
experiments. If our entire K K peak is attributed to the

f1 (1420) meson, its branching ratio in radiative J/y de-
cays (assuming a 100% K K decay) is larger than that
estimated for f1 (1285) production,

B(J/y yf, (1285))—(4 1-8.4) x10

suggesting that f1(1420) and f1(1285) are not ideally
mixed. From the ratio of the above branching ratios, we

TABLE I. Results of g' fits to the intensity distributions.

Amplitude

l++ K*K

0 + ao(980)z
0 + K*K

M» (MeV/c')

1443-+4 +]

1416'Ia ",
1490+I4+316

1» (MeV/c )

68 +29 +(

54+]7 +f3

91 +)7 + Is

10'8(J/y yX,X KKz)

p 87 +II.14 +II.14

p 66 +II 17 +II.24
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estimate a mixing angle for the 1++ nonet in the range
0~ —46'-56, ~hich agrees welI with a weighted aver-
age of measurements ' from two-photon experiments.

It has been proposed that f i(1420) is a K*K mole-
cule, and that fi(1530) (Ref. 32) is possibly the isoscal-
ar partner of fi(1285). Although we observe no clear
evidence for J/tlr yfi(1530) in the present analysis,
we cannot rule out such a process in the K K channel
for branching ratios on the order of 10

In summary, this analysis has shown that the KKn sig-
nal observed in radiative J/tir decay in the 1.35-1.60-
GeV/c region decays predominantly through K*K, in

both the 0 and 1++ channels. Below = 1.42
GeV/c', the KKtt spectrum is more difficult to describe.
Our fit results in this region indicate a small, but
significant, contribution from 0 ap(980)n, but cannot
rule out a similar contribution from 1++ ao(980)tr.
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